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ABSTRACT

Splice-switching oligonucleotides (SSOs) are short,
synthetic, antisense, modified nucleic acids that
base-pair with a pre-mRNA and disrupt the normal
splicing repertoire of the transcript by blocking the
RNA–RNA base-pairing or protein–RNA binding in-
teractions that occur between components of the
splicing machinery and the pre-mRNA. Splicing of
pre-mRNA is required for the proper expression of
the vast majority of protein-coding genes, and thus,
targeting the process offers a means to manipulate
protein production from a gene. Splicing modulation
is particularly valuable in cases of disease caused by
mutations that lead to disruption of normal splicing
or when interfering with the normal splicing process
of a gene transcript may be therapeutic. SSOs of-
fer an effective and specific way to target and alter
splicing in a therapeutic manner. Here, we discuss
the different approaches used to target and alter pre-
mRNA splicing with SSOs. We detail the modifica-
tions to the nucleic acids that make them promising
therapeutics and discuss the challenges to creating
effective SSO drugs. We highlight the development of
SSOs designed to treat Duchenne muscular dystro-
phy and spinal muscular atrophy, which are currently
being tested in clinical trials.

OVERVIEW

Pre-mRNA splicing

Most protein-coding genes are comprised of coding se-
quences that are interspersed with non-coding sequences.
Following gene transcription, these intervening, non-
coding RNA sequences, called introns, are removed and
the coding RNA sequences, called exons, are ligated to-

gether in a process called pre-mRNA splicing. This splic-
ing gives rise to the final mRNA that is translated into a
protein (1). Splicing of each intron involves two sequen-
tial trans-esterification reactions. The first reaction releases
the 5′ exon from the downstream intronic sequence, which
forms a lariat structure through an interaction with the
branchpoint sequence at the 3′ end of the intron (1). The
second reaction releases the lariat from the downstream, 3′
exon and ligates together the 5′ and 3′ exons. Pre-mRNA
splicing requires precision and accuracy in order to ensure
that the proper open reading frame is maintained for effi-
cacious protein production during translation. This high fi-
delity is achieved, in large part, by sequences and structures
within the RNA transcript that direct the binding of splic-
ing proteins that aid in positioning the RNA in a manner
that facilitates the correct cleavage and ligation reactions of
splicing (2,3). These cleavage reactions occur at conserved
sequences called the 5′ splice site at the 5′ end of an in-
tron and the 3′ splice site at the 3′ end of an intron. The
splice sites are recognized through interactions with a multi-
megadalton ribonucleoprotein complex called the spliceo-
some (4,5). The spliceosome consists of small nuclear RNAs
(snRNAs), which form specific RNA–RNA base-pairs with
the splice sites, and proteins, all of which function together
to direct the spliceosome to the splice sites and position the
RNA for the catalytic steps of splicing (1).

In principle, a 5′ splice site can splice to any 3′ splice site,
and the rules that determine the pairing of sites are not en-
tirely clear. It is clear, however, that there can be variability
in this process, giving rise to alternative splicing events (6).
Indeed, transcriptome sequencing has revealed that splicing
of pre-mRNA from most protein-coding genes can occur in
a variety of different patterns, giving rise to multiple alter-
natively spliced isoforms from a single gene (7,8). The regu-
lation of alternative splicing is directed in large part by dif-
ferential protein binding to cis-acting sequences in the pre-
mRNA transcript (6,9). These splicing factor proteins, de-
pending on their function and the location of their binding
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Figure 1. Splice-switching oligonucleotides (SSOs) modulate alternative
splicing. (top) Diagram of a pre-mRNA transcript with exons depicted as
gray boxes and introns as lines. An intronic splicing silencer (ISS, red) and
exonic splicing enhancer (ESE, green) are shown bound by a trans-acting
inhibitory splicing factor protein (red oval) or stimulatory splicing factor
(green oval). These SF proteins either block (−) or promote (+) splicing at
splice sites bordering the surrounding exons. (left panel) An SSO that base-
pairs to a splicing enhancer sequence creates a steric block to the binding
of the stimulatory splicing factor to its cognate enhancer binding site. This
block thereby disrupts splicing and results in exon skipping. (right panel)
In contrast, an SSO that base-pairs to a splicing silencer sequence element
blocks splicing silencer activity by preventing binding of a negatively act-
ing splicing factor. Disruption of the binding of splicing inhibitory proteins
to its cognate binding sequence activates splicing at the splice site that is
negatively regulated by the silencer element, resulting in exon inclusion.

sites relative to other splicing signals, can either promote or
inhibit splicing at a particular site (Figure 1). In the most
general terms, a splicing enhancer is defined as a sequence
element that, when bound by its cognate protein, promotes
the splicing of a nearby exon. In contrast, a splicing silencer
is a sequence element that, when bound by its cognate pro-
tein, blocks or inhibits splicing at a particular site (Figure
1) (6,10). Splicing silencer and enhancer sequences are fur-
ther defined by their location in either an exon (e.g. exonic
splicing silencer or enhancer) or intron (e.g. intronic splic-
ing silencer or enhancer). The proteins that bind splicing en-
hancer and silencer elements typically bind in a sequence-
specific manner to single-stranded RNA. RNA secondary
structures and chromatin structures can also act to influ-
ence alternative splicing (11). Much work has been devoted
to understanding the splicing code, which aims to explain
alternative splicing patterns by the location of cis-acting
splicing element sequences, their trans-acting binding pro-
teins, the interactions of these mRNA:protein complexes
(mRNP) with surrounding mRNPs and their activity in re-

pressing or enhancing splicing (12,13). An important com-
ponent of the splicing code is the ability to predict alter-
native splicing regulation in a tissue-, cell-, condition- and
developmental-specific manner and also to predict muta-
tions and other sequence variations that disrupt normal
splicing and potentially cause human pathological condi-
tions (14–16). Understanding the splicing code is an impor-
tant step toward designing strategies for manipulating and
switching splicing in a predictable and potentially therapeu-
tic manner.

Alternative splicing expands the diversity of the human
proteome and thereby has been hypothesized to contribute
to organismal complexity (17,18). For example, though the
mouse and human genomes have a similar number of genes,
alternative splicing has been estimated to occur in 95–100%
of human genes but only 63% of mouse genes (7,8). The
prominence of alternative splicing likely explains a certain
amount of the functional differences between cell types and
suggests that cells can tolerate different isoforms of mRNA
and proteins. At the same time, many genetic diseases re-
sult from mutations that either cause splicing abnormal-
ities, other errors that alter canonical splicing or reading
frameshifts (19–21). Indeed, a recent computational study
predicted that the number of mutations that cause disease
due to the disruption of splicing is far greater than previ-
ously appreciated (14). Given the centrality of splicing in
gene expression and its prevalent deregulation in disease,
there has been interest in identifying drugs that can specif-
ically modulate splicing in ways that may work to treat dis-
ease symptoms. To this end, small molecule discovery and
other approaches are being pursued as splice-targeting ther-
apeutics. One particularly promising approach to specifi-
cally manipulate splicing at any given site involves the use
of short antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) that base-pair in
an antisense orientation to a specific pre-mRNA sequence
and, in so doing, modulate splicing by interfering with the
normal protein:RNA or RNA:RNA interactions that di-
rect splicing. ASOs that specifically target splicing are re-
ferred to here as splice-switching antisense oligonucleotides
(SSOs).

Splice-switching antisense oligonucleotides (SSOs)

ASOs are synthetic molecules comprised of nucleotides or
nucleotide analogues that bind to a complementary se-
quence through Watson–Crick base-pairing. Although all
ASO approaches make use of short nucleic acids that specif-
ically base-pair to a targeted sequence, the outcome of
such base-pairing depends on the chemistry of the oligonu-
cleotide and the binding location. SSOs are ASOs that are
typically 15–30 nucleotides long and designed to base-pair
and create a steric block to the binding of splicing fac-
tors to the pre-mRNA. In this way, SSO base-pairing to
a target RNA alters the recognition of splice sites by the
spliceosome, which leads to an alteration of normal splic-
ing of the targeted transcript (Figure 1). Importantly, nu-
cleotides of an SSO are chemically modified so that the
RNA-cleaving enzyme RNase H is not recruited to degrade
the pre-mRNA-SSO complex (22,23). Thus, SSOs modify
splicing without necessarily altering the abundance of the
mRNA transcript. The RNAse H-resistant features of SSOs
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are critical because the goal of SSOs is to alter splicing
and not to cause the degradation of the bound pre-mRNA.
Modifications to the SSO have also been crucial to stabilize
the SSO in vivo and improve cellular uptake and release as
well as binding affinity.

Common chemical modifications of splice-switching oligonu-
cleotides. Key breakthroughs in the chemical design of
antisense oligonucleotides have been instrumental in mak-
ing SSOs a viable therapeutic approach. Natural, unmod-
ified DNA and RNA oligonucleotides are generally unfa-
vorable as therapeutics because they are vulnerable to nu-
clease degradation in serum and cells and thereby are unsta-
ble in vivo. Chemical modifications have improved oligonu-
cleotide binding affinity, stability and pharmacodynamic
properties. Modifications that improve these qualities in-
volve changes to the phosphate backbone and/or sugar
component of the oligonucleotide. These medicinal chem-
istry efforts have been comprehensively reviewed recently
(24–26) and thus, here, we focus our discussion on the spe-
cific modifications that have been utilized in the develop-
ment of SSOs that have shown promise in vivo in the treat-
ment of disease/pathological conditions (Table 1).

The phosphorothiate (PS) backbone modification was
the first analog to be used in clinical applications and has
been incorporated into many SSO designs that are currently
being developed as potential therapeutics (Table 1, Figure 2)
(27,28). SSOs with a PS backbone modification have mod-
estly reduced binding affinities but have improved stability
in vivo, with greater nuclease resistance (28). PS ASOs also
bind to proteins in plasma, which reduces renal clearance
and improves retention, allowing for broad biodistribution,
but also increasing the risk of toxicity (28,29).

Oligonucleotides with PS backbone modifications are not
resistant to RNAse H and thus, to create a steric blocking
SSO for splice-switching applications, additional modifica-
tions to the molecule are required. ASOs that are fully mod-
ified at the 2′ sugar position confer RNAse H-resistance
and are commonly used as SSOs. The most widely used al-
terations at the 2′ position are 2′-O-methyl (2′-OMe) and
2′-O-methoxyethyl (2′-MOE) (Figure 2). Locked nucleic
acid (LNA) chemistry, is another modification of the sugar,
which involves bridging of the furanose ring (Figure 2) (30).
A major benefit of LNA modified SSOs is the elevated bind-
ing affinity, which is an important consideration as high
binding affinity can allow for the use of shorter SSO se-
quences. A shorter sequence can reduce the likelihood of
binding to an incorrect site as a result of partial sequence
complementarity to another sequence and thus lower the
risk of unwanted off-target effects. Each of these modifi-
cations have been used together (2′-OMe/PS, 2′-MOE/PS;
LNA/PS) to successfully target splicing in ways predicted to
be therapeutic for a number of different pathological con-
ditions (Table 1).

Phosphorodiamidate morpholinos (PMOs) are another
type of modified oligonucleotide that has been used exten-
sively to modify splicing. PMOs have a morpholine ring in
place of the furanose ring found in natural nucleic acids
and a neutral phosphorodiamidate backbone in place of
the negatively charged phosphodiester backbone (Figure 2)
(22). The neutral charge of PMOs results in their low bind-

ing of plasma proteins, which improves tolerability in vivo.
However, they are also rapidly cleared by the kidney and
for this reason exhibit lower accumulation in tissues com-
pared to a charged PS backbone (29). As a result, high doses
of PMOs may be necessary to elicit a pharmacological re-
sponse (31,32). A number of approaches have been devel-
oped to improve PMO efficacy in vivo, as discussed below
and shown in Figure 2.

Delivery routes and mechanisms. As the ultimate aim of
most of the SSO drug designs is to treat a human condition,
efficient delivery to cells in the body is imperative. Recent re-
views have provided extensive details on the biological ba-
sis of ASO access to cells and tissues as well as approaches
that are being used to enhance the delivery of ASOs in vivo
(26,33,34). Thus, here, we highlight some of the approaches
that have been used successfully for the delivery of SSOs in
vivo to alleviate disease phenotypes (Table 1).

A number of different delivery paradigms have been uti-
lized to deliver SSOs to cells in vivo, including intraperi-
toneal (IP), subcutaneous (SC) or intravenous (IV) admin-
istration. These methods result in exposure of many pe-
ripheral tissues to the oligonucleotide (35–37). Other ap-
proaches, such as intramuscular (IM), intratumoral (ITM),
subconjunctival (SCJ) or intravitreal (IVI) injection of
ASOs have been used to achieve more tissue-specific deliv-
ery (Table 1). ASOs do not readily cross the blood brain
barrier when administered peripherally (29). However, for
therapeutics intended for CNS applications and targets, di-
rect delivery to the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by either in-
tracerebroventricular (ICV) or intrathecal (IT) administra-
tion has been shown to result in therapeutic doses of SSOs
throughout the CNS, though deeper brain regions are more
challenging to access (32,38).

The pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics and other
considerations of central and peripheral administration of
ASOs have been expertly reviewed recently (26,39) and we
highlight here only a few key points. The effects of a sin-
gle injection of SSOs on splicing and/or disease have been
found to last for up to a year in some tissues when deliv-
ered peripherally (40,41) or centrally (32,41,42). This persis-
tent effect of SSOs suggests injections could be minimized.
Nonetheless, depending on the condition, SSO therapeutics
will likely require repeated dosing. While a repeat dosing
regimen may not be a major drawback for the treatment of
peripheral tissue, CNS delivery is more invasive and holds
greater risk, though repeated IT injections of SSOs in pe-
diatric patients have been shown to be well-tolerated (43).
Because of the relative ease of peripheral delivery compared
to direct delivery to the CNS, there have been efforts to de-
velop SSO-conjugates that can cross the blood brain bar-
rier (26). However, direct central application has some ad-
vantages over peripheral, systemic delivery in that it may
allow for lower doses due to the tissue-specific delivery to
the CNS and could minimize side effects associated with
systemic delivery such as hepatotoxicity (44). Overall, al-
though undoubtedly more invasive and technically chal-
lenging than peripheral dosing, a lower dose requirement
and less frequent dosing compared to peripheral treatments
could lower the amount of drug required for treatment and
consequently drug-associated costs. The benefits of limiting
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Table 1. Splice-switching antisense oligonucleotides with activity in vivo. Examples of the most advanced SSO for each target are represented

Condition Target gene Stage/Model SSO Target (Action) Route Ref

Block cryptic/Aberrant splicing caused by mutations
�-Thalassemia HBB mouse PPMO intron 2 aberrant 5’ss (correct splicing) IV (144)
Fukuyama congenital muscular dystrophy FKTN mouse VPMO exon 10 aberrant 3’ss; alternative 5’ss; ESE

(correct splicing)
IM (145)

Hutchinson–Gilford progeria LMNA mouse VPMO; 2′-MOE /PS exon 10 5’ss; exon 11 cryptic 5’ss; exon 11
ESE (block exon 11 splicing)

IV/IP (146,147)

Leber congenital amaurosis CEP290 mouse 2′-OMe /PS; AAV Intron 26 cryptic exon (correct splicing) IVI (56)
Myotonic dystrophy CLCN1 mouse PMO exon 7a 3’ss (exon 7a skipping) IM (53,148)
Usher syndrome USH1C mouse 2′-MOE /PS exon 3 cryptic 5’ss (correct splicing) IP (40)
X-linked agammaglobulinemia BTK mouse PPMO pseudoexon 4A ESS (pseudoexon skipping) IV/SC (149)
Switch alternative splicing
Alzheimer’s disease LRP8 mouse 2′-MOE /PS intron 19 ISS (exon 19 inclusion) ICV (42)
Autoimmune diabetes susceptibility CTLA4 mouse PPMO exon 2 3’ss (exon skipping) IP (150)
Cancer BCL2L1 mouse 2′-MOE /PS exon 2 5’ss (alternative 5’ss) IV/NP (151)
Cancer ERBB4 mouse LNA exon 26 5’ss (exon skipping) IP (152)
Cancer MDM4 mouse PMO exon 6 5’ss (exon skipping) ITM (153)
Cancer STAT3 mouse VPMO exon 23 � 3’ss (� 3’ss use) ITM (154)
Inflammation IL1RAP mouse 2-OMe /PS;LNA exon 9 ESE (exon skipping) IV/NP (155)
Inflammation TNFRSF1B mouse LNA /PS exon 7 5’ss (exon skipping) IP (156)
Neovascularization FLT1 mouse PMO exon 13 5’ss (alternative pA site) IVI / ITM (157)
Neovascularization KDR mouse PMO exon 13 5’ss (alternative pA site) IVI / SCJ (158)
Spinal muscular atrophy SMN2 clinical trials 2′-MOE /PS intron 7 ISS (exon 7 inclusion) IT (43,142)
Correct open reading frame
cardiomyopathy MYBPC3 mouse AAV Exon 5 and 6 ESEs (exon 5, 6 skipping) IV (159)
Cardiomyopathy TTN mouse VPMO exon 326 ESE (exon skipping) IP (160)
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) DMD clinical trials 2′-OMe / PMO exon 51 ESE (exon skipping) IV/SC (46,98)
Nijmegen breakage syndrome NBN mouse VPMO exon 6/7 ESEs (exon skipping) IV (161)
Disrupt open reading frame/Protein function
Ebola IL10 mouse PPMO exon 4 3’ss (exon skipping) IP (162)
Huntington disease HTT mouse 2′-OMe /PS exon 12 skipping IS (163)
Hypercholesterolemia APOB mouse 2′-OMe /PS exon 27 3’ss (exon skipping) IV (164)
Muscle-Wasting/DMD MSTN mouse PPMO/VPMO/

2′-OMe
exon 2 ESE (exon skipping) IV/ IM/ IP (165,166)

Pompe disease GYS2 mouse PPMO exon 6 5’ss (exon skipping) IM/IV (167)
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 ATXN3 mouse 2′-OMe /PS exon 9, 10 skipping ICV (168)

AAV (Adeno-associated viral expression of SSO); NP (nano-particle); PPMO (peptide-conjugated phosphorodiamidate morpholino); VPMO (Vivo-PMO).
ICV (intracerebroventricular); IM (intramuscular); IP (intraperitoneal); IS (intrastriatal); IT (intrathecal); ITM (intratumoral); IV (intravenous); IVI (intravitreal); SC (subcutaneous); SCJ (subconjunctival);
ISE (Intronic splicing enhancer); ESE (Exonic splicing enhancer); ISS (intronic splicing silencer); pA (polyadenylation).

systemic drug exposure by utilizing tissue-specific ASO de-
livery approaches apply to other tissues as well, including
diseases of the eye, where intravitreal, and subconjunctival
delivery have been efficacious in model systems (Table 1).

Once injected, ASOs can gain access to cells in vivo
as naked/unformulated oligonucleotides. ASOs with a
charged PS backbone are bound by high and low affin-
ity circulating proteins in the plasma (Figure 3). Protein-
binding is thought to be mediated, in part, the up-take of
ASOs into cells via vesicular pathways that can either de-
liver ASOs to lysosomes or release them directly into the cy-
toplasm through a mechanism that is not well-understood
(45) (Figure 3). In contrast, charge-neutral SSOs such as
PMOs have reduced protein-binding properties compared
to PS backbone-modified ASOs. Nonetheless, studies have
demonstrated efficient, non-toxic in vivo delivery of both
PS-modified SSOs and PMOs by direct injection of the
naked oligomer (32,46,47). Once in the cytoplasm, ASOs
can move into the nucleus to affect pre-mRNA splicing (48)
(Figure 3). Upon entry into cells in vivo, ASOs have a long
duration of action. SSOs have been shown to affect splicing
and disease symptoms for up to a year after a single ICV
(32,36) or IP (40) administration in mice.

Although SSOs can be delivered as naked oligonu-
cleotides, modifications, carriers and other approaches of-
fer opportunities to increase efficiency, lower doses and in-
crease tissue-specific delivery, all of which can help to limit
toxicity and off-target effects. For example, a number of
approaches have been developed to improve PMO efficacy

in vivo, including modifications of the 2′ position of the
sugar with cell-penetrating peptides, or octaguanidine den-
drimers (Vivo-morpholinos), which enhance cellular uptake
and endosomal release (Table 1, Figure 2) (49–51). Co-
administration of PMOs with different agents such as hex-
ose (52), bubble liposomes (53,54) and F127 copolymer (55)
have also shown some promise in improving PMO activity
in vivo. Adeno-associated virus (AAV)-packaged SSO has
also been explored for the treatment of disease (Table 1).
Though AAV-mediated gene therapy itself is a major ther-
apeutic platform under development for the treatment of a
number of diseases, the approach is constrained by cargo
size limitations, which makes them less valuable as a thera-
peutic option for genes with coding sequences greater than
5 kb. A recent study has shown similar efficacy of naked
SSOs and AAV-packaged SSOs in vivo (56). However, AAV-
mediated expression of SSOs may offer advantages of im-
proved delivery to specific cell types and the potential for a
longer lasting effect.

SSO STRATEGIES TO THERAPEUTICALLY MANIPU-
LATE GENE EXPRESSION

SSOs have many of the key attributes that make an ideal
drug. They are relatively easy to synthesize and deliver,
as they do not strictly require packaging or other delivery
intermediates. They are highly target-specific due to their
base-pairing requirements, and they exhibit widespread en-
try into most cell types in the body (29,50,57). SSOs are
also well tolerated, particularly in the CNS, and they have
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Figure 2. Structures of oligonucleotide analogs commonly used in splice switching applications in vivo. Modifications that are used in the SSOs presented
in Table 1 are depicted. Unmodified RNA is shown for reference. Base refers to unmodified adenine, cytosine, guanine or uracil.

a long-lasting effect in vivo (23). Another important feature
of SSOs is that they can be easily designed to have any num-
ber of different effects on the expression of a gene by either
inhibiting or enhancing the use of a specific splice site (20).

Inhibition of splicing using SSOs can be achieved by tar-
geting the molecule to base-pair at a splice site, which will
interfere with splicing protein interactions at the location,
which is a key step for splicing catalysis. SSO basepairing
at a splicing enhancer sequence can also cause splicing in-
hibition at a particular splice site (Figure 1). Inhibition of a
splice site by an SSO offers a way to block a cryptic splice
site that is created by a genetic mutation or to switch or
modulate alternative splicing patterns in a manner that are
predicted to be therapeutic. Inhibition of splicing at a par-
ticular site can also be utilized to restore the reading frame
of an mRNA by skipping out an exon that either has a pre-
mature termination codon created by a mutation or a dele-
tion resulting in a frameshift. In these cases, the exclusion
of an exon from the mRNA restores the mRNA reading
frame, albeit producing a shortened version of the protein
with an internal deletion. SSO-induced exon skipping can
also be used to create a frame-shift in an mRNA in order to
down-regulate protein production from a gene or to elim-
inate unwanted or pathological sequences from a protein.

Each of these strategies is being pursued for the treatment
of disease and has been shown to be efficacious in vivo for
a number of different disease models and we present exam-
ples of some of the more advanced studies with SSOs for
specific genes in Table 1.

SSOs can also be designed to activate or enhance splicing
at a particular site. For this, SSOs are often targeted to base-
pair at a cis-acting splicing silencer sequence, thereby block-
ing the binding of the associated trans-acting inhibitory
protein factor (Figure 1). In this way, SSOs can be used to
promote splicing at a splice site that has been weakened by a
mutation in the region of the splice site sequence itself or by
a mutation in a splicing enhancer sequence that promotes
the normal use of the site. SSOs can also be designed to
disrupt RNA secondary structures, which can function to
either enhance or inhibit splicing (58). Though not a focus
of this review, ASOs can also be designed to target other
RNA processing events in the pathway to mRNA matura-
tion such as polyadenylation (59).

The first demonstration that ASOs could be used to tar-
get splicing came from studies of a thalassemia-associated
defect in splicing caused by a mutation in the human �-
globin gene that creates a cryptic 5′ splice site, which is
used preferentially over the natural site (60). In this study,
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Figure 3. Splice-switching antisense oligonucleotides (SSOs) mechanism
of action. SSOs can gain entry into cells in vivo following injection of a
naked/unformulated ASO into the blood or cerebrospinal fluid. SSOs can
be bound by circulating proteins and have been proposed to enter into cells
by binding to receptors for these proteins on the cell surface. Subsequently,
SSOs undergo compartmentalization followed by vesicle release at which
point they are free to move into the nucleus, bind pre-mRNA and induce
a splicing switch that results in an mRNA that is translated into a protein
isoform in the cytoplasm.

Dominski and Kole demonstrated that a 2′-OMe SSO, de-
signed to base-pair to the region encompassing the cryp-
tic splice site, blocks splicing at the site and redirects splic-
ing to the correct splice site. Since these early studies, tar-
geting splicing with SSOs has been used as a tool to iden-
tify cis-acting splicing elements and to modify splicing in
ways that are designed to be therapeutic in disease (20). Ad-
vances in SSO-based therapeutics and their comparisons
to other therapeutic platforms have been extensively re-
viewed (23,26,39,61–67). Many SSO strategies have now
been demonstrated to be effective in modulating splicing
in animal models of human disease and some have entered
clinical trials (Table 1). Results from tests of splice-switching
ASOs in humans were first reported in 2007 for the treat-
ment of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) (65). The
most advanced SSOs are now in Phase 3 clinical trials for

the treatment of DMD and another pediatric genetic disor-
der, Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) (Tables 1 and 2).

SPLICE-MODIFYING ANTISENSE APPROACHES IN
HUMANS

SSOs for the treatment of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy
(DMD)

DMD is an X-linked neuromuscular disorder that affects
1:5000-10 000 male births (68–70), and is caused by mu-
tations in the DMD gene, which codes for dystrophin pro-
tein. Dystrophin is an important structural protein in mus-
cle cells that anchors proteins from the internal cytoskele-
ton to those in the fiber membrane (71). Approximately 70%
of DMD mutations are deletions of exons that disrupt the
mRNA reading frame and create premature termination
codons that produce truncated and usually non-functional
dystrophin protein. This lack of functional dystrophin re-
sults in progressive muscle weakness beginning typically be-
fore the age of 6, followed by loss of ambulation by the age
of 12. Death usually occurs in the second decade of life and
results from complications related to failure of the respira-
tory muscles, though most patients also develop cardiomy-
opathy, which is the primary cause of death in up to 30% of
patients (72).

Becker Muscular Dystrophy (BMD) is also caused by
mutations in the DMD gene and has similar symptoms to
DMD but with later onset and slower progression. This dif-
ference in phenotypes is related to the type of DMD mu-
tation. DMD mutations resulting in BMD do not disrupt
the reading frame and thus produce an altered dystrophin
protein with sufficient functionality to ameliorate the sever-
ity of disease symptoms (73,74). This spectrum of disease
severity, which is driven by the nature of the mutations,
gave rise to the idea that inducing exon skipping to correct
the reading frame of mRNA from mutated DMD could be
an effective way to produce a BMD-type dystrophin pro-
tein that would partially compensate for the loss of full-
length protein and ameliorate the symptoms of DMD (Fig-
ure 3). SSOs targeting different exons would allow reading
frame correction of over 50% of deletions and 22% of du-
plications reported in the Leiden DMD-mutation Database
(http://www.dmd.nl/). In order for an SSO drug for DMD
to treat a greater number of patients with different DMD
mutations, the use of cocktails containing multiple differ-
ent SSOs targeting different exons is also a possibility, and
could allow for the correction of more than 90% of pa-
tient mutations by a frame-correcting exon skipping ther-
apy (75,76).

One of the first demonstrations that SSOs could be used
to modulate splicing of a DMD exon involved the use of an
SSO to inhibit splicing of exon 19 from a minigene-derived
pre-mRNA in an in vitro splicing assay (77). This study was
followed by reports that SSO-induced exon skipping could
be achieved in cells from a mouse model of DMD and in
DMD patient-derived cells in culture (78,79). Subsequently,
numerous groups tested 2′-OMe and PMO SSOs in mouse
models of DMD, and found that exon skipping could be ef-
fectively induced by the different SSOs administered by in-
tramuscular, subcutaneous or intravenous injection (55,80–
82). Furthermore, weekly injections of SSO, for 7 weeks to 6

http://www.dmd.nl/
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Table 2. Clinical trials for Eteplirsen, Kyndrisa and Nusinersen

Trial number Start End Age n Status Additional information Design* Phase

EteplirsenTM- Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy
NCT00159250 Oct ‘07 Mar ‘09 10–17 yr 7 Completed non-ambulatory single blind 1/2
NCT00844597 Jan ‘09 Dec ‘10 5–15 yr 19 Completed 25 m unaided walk open label 1/2
NCT01396239 Jul ‘11 Jun ‘12 7–13 yr 12 Completed 200–400 m 6MWD placebo control 2
NCT01540409 Feb ‘12 Sep ‘16 7–13 yr 12 Active 01396239 extension open label 2
NCT02255552 Sep ‘14 May ‘19 7–16 yr 160 Recruiting >300 m 6MWD open label, untreated

control
3

NCT02286947 Oct ‘14 Sep ‘17 7–21 yr 20 Active non-ambulatory or ≤300m 6MWD open label 2
NCT02420379 Mar ‘15 Feb ‘18 4–6 yr 40 Recruiting open label 2
KyndrisaTM- Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy
NCT01910649 Mar ‘08 Dec ‘16 5–16 yr 12 Terminated open label 1/2
NCT01128855 Jul ‘10 Oct ‘11 ≥9 yr 20 Completed non-ambulatory placebo control 1
NCT01153932 Sep ‘10 Sep ‘12 ≥5 yr 53 Completed >75 m 6MWD placebo control 2
NCT01254019 Dec ‘10 Jun ‘13 ≥5 yr 186 Completed >75 m 6MWD placebo control 3
NCT01480245 Sep ‘11 Mar ‘14 ≥5 yr 233 Terminated 01254019, 01153932 extension open label 3
NCT01462292 Oct ‘11 Nov ‘13 ≥5 yr 51 Completed >75 m 6MWD placebo control 2
NCT01803412 May ’13 Jun ‘17 ≥5 yr 67 Terminated 01480245, 01462292, 01254019 extension open label 3
NCT02636686 Dec ‘15 Jan ‘18 5–80 yr 220 Terminated extension, ineligible for other trials open label 3
NusinersenTM- Spinal Muscular Atrophy
NCT01494701 (CS1) Nov ‘11 Jan ‘13 2–14 yr 28 Completed Type 2/3 SMA open label 1
NCT01703988 (CS2) Oct ‘12 Jan ‘15 2–15 yr 34 Completed Type 2/3 SMA open label 1/2
NCT01780246 (CS10) Jan ‘13 Feb ‘14 2–15 yr 18 Completed CS1 extension open label 1
NCT01839656 May ‘13 Nov ‘16 0–210 d 20 Active Type 1 SMA open label 2
NCT02052791 (CS12) Jan ‘14 Jan ‘17 Any 52 Active CS2, CS10 extension open label 1
NCT02193074 (ENDEAR) Jul ‘14 Jul ‘17 0–210 d 111 Recruiting Type 1 SMA sham control 3
NCT02292537 (CHERISH) Nov ‘14 Jun ‘17 2–12 yr 117 Active Type 2 SMA, non-ambulatory sham control 3
NCT02386553 (NURTURE) May ‘15 Apr ‘20 0–6 wk 25 Recruiting Pre-symptomatic, Type I SMA open label 2
NCT02462759 (EMBRACE) Jun ‘15 Oct ‘17 Any 21 Active ineligible for ENDEAR or CHERISH sham control 2
NCT02594124 (SHINE) Nov ‘15 Feb ‘20 13 mo–21 yr 274 Active ENDEAR, CHERISH, CS12 extension open label 3

*Unless otherwise noted, open label trials were non-randomized and non-controlled and placebo and sham-controlled studies were double-blind and randomized.
Extension indicates patients participated in a previous study. 6MWD, 6-min walk distance; Yr, years; Mo, months; wk, weeks; d, days.

months, proved to be well tolerated and resulted in enough
dystophin protein to improve muscle function in dystrophic
mice (83,84). SSO cocktails aimed at skipping multiple ex-
ons for reading frame correction have also been tested and
shown to be effective in mice (85) and dogs (31), an advance-
ment that could benefit future clinical development in hu-
mans (76).

The promising results in animal models of DMD led to
the initiation of clinical trials of SSOs in DMD patients.
The first SSO to be tested in a clinical trial for the treatment
of DMD was a 31-mer oligodeoxynucleotide phosphoroth-
ioate (DNA/PS), which was administered by intravenous
injection (86). Though exon skipping and an increase in dys-
trophin was observed in muscle biopsy tissue, this DNA/PS
SSO may have also made dystrophin RNA a substrate for
RNAse H-targeted degradation decreasing its effectiveness.
Today, SSOs targeting numerous DMD exons (8,35,43–
45,50,52–55) are being developed as therapies. SSOs that
induce skipping of exon 44 (PRO044, BMN 044), exon 45
(SRP-4045, BMN 045), exon 51 (Eteplirsen, Kyndrisa) and
exon 53 (SRP-4053, BMN 053) have advanced to clinical
trials http://investorrelations.sarepta.com/phoenix.zhtml?
c=64231&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2007537 (67,87,88)
(Table 2). Skipping of exon 51 would benefit the most
DMD patients, as ∼13% have a frame-shift that could be
corrected by the exclusion of this exon from the mRNA
(http://www.dmd.nl/) (89) (Figure 4). This exon was first
tested as a target for SSO-mediated skipping in patient
cells lines via retroviral expression of an exon 51 antisense
sequence (90). Following a systematic study in human
cells to evaluate the optimal chemistry and sequences for
a DMD SSO (91), two SSO approaches were pursued.
Both SSOs are designed to base-pair in the same DMD
RNA target region but they have different lengths and

chemical modifications. Both of these SSOs have been
tested in clinical trials to treat DMD. Eteplirsen (AVI-
4658) is being developed by Sarepta Therapeutics and
KyndrisaTM (Drisapersen/PRO051/GSK2402968), was
pursued by Biomarin (formerly developed by Prosensa and
GlaxoSmithKline) though has recently been withdrawn
from development, as detailed below.

Eteplirsen is a 30-nucleotide, PMO targeting DMD exon
51 for skipping. Studies in mice and non-human primates
demonstrated the safety and tolerability of the drug (92–
94). Treatment with the SSO was also concluded to be safe
and capable of causing exon 51 skipping and increasing
dystrophin protein expression in clinical trials in humans
when delivered either by intramuscular or intravenous
injection (Table 2) (47,95,96). A longitudinal study of 12
patients treated with Eteplirsen for four years concluded
that patients receiving the drug had a statistically signif-
icant increase on a 6-min walk test (6MWT) compared
to natural history data from historical control patients
with similar mutations that had not been treated with
the SSO. This clinical outcome is accompanied by a very
modest 0.9% increase in dystrophin protein in Eteplirsen-
treated patients compared to untreated DMD patients
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/
CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/
PeripheralandCentralNervousSystemDrugsAdvisory
Committee/UCM481913.pdf (46). A recent FDA
review of the drug data acknowledged the safety
of the drug treatments but questioned the evi-
dence that Eteplirsen treatment benefited patients
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/
CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/
PeripheralandCentralNervousSystemDrugsAdvisory
Committee/UCM481912.pdf. Specifically, the FDA ques-

http://investorrelations.sarepta.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=64231&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2007537
http://www.dmd.nl/
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/PeripheralandCentralNervousSystemDrugsAdvisoryCommittee/UCM481913.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/PeripheralandCentralNervousSystemDrugsAdvisoryCommittee/UCM481912.pdf
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of disease associated splicing in DMD
(top panel) and SMA (bottom panel) and the SSO targeting strategy used to
therapeutically switch splicing for the treatment of the disease. Boxes are
exons and horizontal lines are introns. Splicing regulatory sequences and
protein regulators are noted. ESE, exonic splicing enhancer; ISS, intronic
splicing silencer N1. SMN�7 refers to a form of SMN lacking amino acids
encoded by exon 7. Dystrophin� refers to a form of dystrophin truncated
after amino acids encoded by exon 52 before encountering a premature
termination codon in exon 52. Dystrophin isoform refers to a form of the
Dystrophin protein encoded by mRNA lacking exons 50 and 51. The po-
sition of the stop codon is indicated by a red hexagon.

tioned the use of natural history as the control, as the
patients in that group may have had more severe symptoms
than those enrolled in the clinical trial as clinical trial
patients were often required to be ambulatory (46)(Table
2). Additionally, the increases in the 6MWT in the treated
patients were within the range of the normal progression of
the disease. Indeed, independent statistical review and anal-
ysis of the data by the FDA concluded that the comparison
of Eteplirsen with historical controls was not statistically
interpretable. In light of this evidence, an independent
FDA review panel declined to recommend Eteplirsen for
approval. The FDA is expected to announce its decision
on the drug in 2016. Many of the issues holding back the
advancement of Eteplirsen are related to the small patient
sample size available for clinical trials and the variable,
progressive nature of the disease, which make analysis of
statistical and clinical significance challenging.

Kyndrisa is a 20-nucleotide, 2′-O-methyl-
phosphorothioate oligomer (2′OMePS) (97). The sequence
of Kyndrisa is similar to Eteplirsen, though Eteplirsen
is longer, with an additional eight and two nucleotides

on its 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively. Initial clinical trials
found that intramuscular injection resulted in exon 51
skipping and a modest increase in dystrophin protein
(97). However, repeated, systemic administration of the
drug did not result in dystrophin protein above the range
found in untreated patients. Following 25 weeks in a
Phase 2 clinical trails, during which DMD patients were
treated by subcutaneous injection with Kyndrisa, patients
receiving the SSO showed consistent improvements in the
6MWT when compared with patients receiving placebo
or intermittent treatment (98,99). However, after 49 weeks
of treatment, the difference between Kyndrisa-treated and
placebo groups was not statistically significant. Follow-up
studies in a larger patient population also did not show a
statistically significant improvement in the 6MWT after
48 weeks of treatment. In addition, unlike Eteplirsen,
which was well-tolerated by patients, Kyndrisa treatment
resulted in adverse events in several organ systems in-
cluding life-threatening thrombocytopenia. The FDA
recently denied an application to approve the drug for
DMD, concluding that the drug was not ready for ap-
proval and recommended additional placebo-controlled
clinical trials, some of which are on-going (Table 2)
(http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/
CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/
PeripheralandCentralNervousSystemDrugsAdvisory
Committee/UCM473737.pdf). An application for market-
ing approval to the the European Medicines Agency was
recently withdrawn and Biomarin programs developing
similar SSOs to target exon 44, 45 and 53 skipping have
been discontinued (http://investors.bmrn.com/releasedetail.
cfm?ReleaseID=973536). Biomarin has announced plans
to invest in the development of next generation oligonu-
cleotides that will overcome the safety issues associated
with Kyndrisa.

The development of an SSO for the treatment of DMD
has been challenging and several caveats must be consid-
ered when interpreting the clinical results for the SSO DMD
trials to date and evaluating the potential of SSO thera-
pies for DMD (100,101). First, the two SSO drugs being
tested in DMD patients differ in their chemistries which
likely influences the pharmacodynamics and clinical out-
comes and may present unique challenges to delivery and
dosing. Second, the variable nature of the disease makes
it difficult to assess cohort results (102). Third, rare dis-
eases such as DMD have a small patient population avail-
able for clinical trials, which make statistical analysis prob-
lematic. Fourth, restored dystrophin protein is truncated
and semi-functional and therefore, at best, the clinical out-
come is conversion to the BMD phenotype. Finally, the tim-
ing of treatment and cellular targeting in the clinical trials
to date are likely not optimal. Many human muscle fibers
are formed embryonically starting at approximately week
11 of gestation and most muscle cells express membrane-
associated dystrophin by gestational week 22 (103). There-
fore, improving dystrophin expression may be more effec-
tive if initiated at an earlier developmental stage. Indeed,
studies in mice suggest that SSO-based treatment of DMD
symptoms must occur early in pathology, as treatment later
in life was not effective at ameliorated disease phenotype

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/PeripheralandCentralNervousSystemDrugsAdvisoryCommittee/UCM473737.pdf
http://investors.bmrn.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=973536
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(104,105). In addition, skeletal muscles are not the only tis-
sues impacted by DMD. As mentioned previously, most
DMD patients die from a combination of respiratory and
cardiac failure. Both 2′-OMe and PMO modifications on
ASOs have been found to result in low efficiency in car-
diac muscles (57,83). Therefore, additional modifications to
the SSOs may be required to target cardiac tissue. To this
end, peptide-conjugated PMOs have been developed that
improve DMD exon skipping in cardiac tissue (49,57). Al-
though more development is clearly necessary, the progress
to date with SSO therapeutics for DMD is substantial and
demonstrates that a disease treatment that redirects splicing
can be safe and may be therapeutically beneficial to some
patients.

An SSO therapeutic for spinal muscular atrophy

Splice-switching ASO therapeutics are also in clinical trails
for the treatment of SMA, an autosomal-recessive disease
characterized by motor neuron degeneration that leads to
progressive muscle weakness and, in severe cases, respira-
tory failure and death (106). SMA is the most common ge-
netic cause of infant mortality and affects ∼1:10 000 live
births with ∼1:50 carrier frequency (107–109). Studies on
the natural history of infants with the most severe forms
of the disease, SMA Type 1, found that 50% had died or
were on permanent ventilation by 6.1–13.5 months of age
and 80% had these outcomes by 18 months of age (110–
112). The severity of SMA warrants an aggressive approach
to therapeutic development for a disease that so far has no
FDA-approved treatment.

SMA is caused by insufficient production of the pro-
tein SMN, a highly conserved and ubiquitously expressed
protein involved in pre-mRNA splicing. In humans, SMN
protein is produced from two different genes, SMN1 and
SMN2, which arose from a duplication at chromosome 5q
where the genes are located. Most SMN protein in the cell
is produced from the SMN1 gene. The lack of SMN pro-
tein production from SMN2, despite the fact that SMN1
and SMN2 are nearly identical, is due to the fact that
SMN2 has a single nucleotide C>T difference in exon 7
compared to SMN1, which disrupts splicing and results in
skipping of exon 7 in most SMN2 mRNA transcripts (Fig-
ure 4) (113–117). This SMN2 exon 7-skipped mRNA iso-
form (SMN�7) codes for an SMN protein isoform that is
unstable and does not function in the same manner as the
full-length SMN isoform (118,119). People with SMA do
not have a functional version of SMN1 most often due to
deletion of part of the gene (120) and the small amount
of full-length SMN produced from the limited amount of
fully-spliced SMN2 mRNA cannot fully compensate for
the loss of SMN1 (113). However, the intrinsic instability
and variability of the 5q chromosomal region, which is re-
sponsible for the high incidence of SMN1 deletion, can also
give rise to genomes with multiple copies of SMN2, and a
higher SMN2 copy number is inversely correlated with dis-
ease severity (110,121–123). Patients with the most severe
form of SMA (Type 1), have the fewest copies of SMN2, and
most often die in the first few months of life, whereas those
with a high SMN2 copy-number have a less severe form of
the disease (Type 2, 3, 4) (110,124,125). Thus, SMN2 is a

clear genetic modifier of SMA, and consequently elevating
SMN2 expression and full-length SMN protein production
from the gene has been a major focus of SMA therapeu-
tic strategies. Because skipping of exon 7 is the major cause
of the low SMN production from SMN2, SSOs have been
heavily studied as a means to target exon 7 splicing and pro-
mote its inclusion to improve SMN protein expression (Fig-
ure 4).

The first SSOs used to increase SMN2 exon 7 splicing
were targeted to the 3′ splice site of exon 8 and resulted in an
increase in the use of the 3′ splice site of exon 7 and, thereby,
more exon 7 inclusion (126). This study was followed by re-
ports that SSOs could be used to increase exon 7 splicing
by blocking putative splicing silencer elements surrounding
exon 7 (127–129). Since this early work, numerous ASO-
based approaches have been shown to effectively increase
inclusion of exon 7 in SMN2 mRNA (23,130). Much of the
current work on SSOs for SMA is focused on optimizing
the length and the oligonucleotide target sequence as well
as testing different backbone modifications to improve the
efficacy and pharmacokinetics of the SSO (131–135). Some
of the most widely-studied SSOs to date base-pair and block
recognition of a splicing silencer element called intronic
splicing silencer-N1 (ISS-N1), which is located in intron 7
of the SMN2 gene (136). The ISS-N1 RNA sequence is rec-
ognized by hnRNPA1/A2, which, upon binding, repressed
SMN2 exon 7 splicing (137). SSOs that base-pair with ISS-
N1 block hnRNPA1/A2 and relieve the splicing inhibition,
which increases exon 7 inclusion full length SMN produc-
tion (41) (Figure 4). ISS-N1 targeting by SSOs has been
shown to dramatically increase the survival of SMA mice
(36,131,132,138–141).

The most advanced splice-modulating SSO for the treat-
ment of SMA is Nusinersen (formerly ISIS-SMNRx, ASO-
10-27, ISIS 396443), first designed and reported by Krainer
and colleagues in 2008 and now in Phase 3 clinical trials (Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 4) (137). Ionis Pharmaceuticals (formerly
Isis Pharmaceuticals) is developing the ASO in conjunction
with Biogen Idec. Nusinersen is an 18-nucleotide 2′-MOE
SSO with a fully modified PS backbone. Pre-clinical stud-
ies in SMA mice and non-human primates validated Nusin-
ersen functionality, deliverability and safety (32,36,139).

Nusinersen was first administered to humans in 2011 in
a Phase 1 open-label safety, tolerability and dosing study in
Type 2 and Type 3 SMA children aged 2–14 years of age
(Table 2). The SSO was delivered directly to the CNS by IT
injection via lumbar puncture. Though there were only 28
participants with 6 children in each of three different dose
cohorts and 10 children in a fourth dose cohort, the results
of this first-in-human study were promising in several as-
pects. First, the lumbar puncture procedure was found to
be feasible, well-tolerated and safe method for repeated IT
delivery of the SSO (43). Second, the half-life of the SSO in
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was 4–6 months (142). This
long half-life is within the tolerated range of feasible repeat
IT dosing, which was performed total of three times, once
at initial dosing and again at eight days and 9–14 months
later (43,142). Finally, the children treated with the high-
est dose (9 mg) of SSO had a significant increase in SMN
protein levels in the CSF and an improvement in clinical as-
sessment measurements (Hammersmith Functional Motor
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Scale Expanded and Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory) at
9–14 months after treatment (142). These results, though
encouraging, are preliminary and will require confirmation
by larger, controlled studies.

To date, 10 clinical trials with Nusinersen have been
completed or are on-going and current trials are expected
to continue through 2020 (Table 2). Together, these trials
have treated infants, children and young adults between
the ages of ≤6 weeks old up to 21 years of age. All SSO
treatments have been administered by IT injection by
lumbar puncture of either a single or a repeated dose
three times over the course of three months. Mainte-
nance doses every 4–6 months are now in place for
individuals that have completed initial dosing regimens
(http://Clinicaltrials.gov). Although no results from Phase
2 or 3 clinical trials have been published yet, recent press
releases from Ionis Pharmaceuticals claim that there
had been no serious adverse effects related to the drug
treatment and some children have been on treatment for
more than 46 months (http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.
zhtml?c=222170&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2061208). The
company further reports that Type 1 SMA children that
had been on Nusinersen treatment for the longest had
a median event-free age of more than 20 months and
73% of the infants still enrolled in the study were event
free, older than 15 months of age, had achieved motor
milestones and had increased muscle function including
some three year old children from the studies that are
not on permanent ventilation and some that are walk-
ing, which is unprecedented for Type 1 SMA children
(http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=222170&p=
irol-presentations) (http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.
zhtml?c=222170&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2061208). Al-
though two deaths were reported in children that received
the full dosing regimens, this number is less than expected
from natural history studies (110). The molecular effects
of Nusinersen have also been promising. Ionis reports that
analysis of autopsy tissue found that the concentration
of Nusinersen in the CNS was greater than the concen-
tration that showed biological activity in animal studies
(http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=222170&p=
irol-newsArticle&ID=2061208). In addition, there was a
higher abundance of full-length SMN2 mRNA and SMN
protein in infants treated with Nusinersen compared to
untreated SMA infants.

Although the early company reports from the Phase 2
clinical trials suggest drug efficacy, the results have not yet
been published so critical evaluation is not possible. Fur-
thermore, these reports are of results from open-label trials,
which are not randomized, well-controlled studies (Table
2). Randomized, double-blind, sham-procedure controlled
Phase 3 clinical trials are currently underway to help defini-
tively assess the efficacy and safety of Nusinersen in in-
fants and children with SMA. In addition, there is some
question as to whether CNS delivery of Nusinersen will
be sufficient as a disease therapeutic, considering the fact
that in mouse models of SMA, it has become increasingly
clear that restoring SMN in peripheral tissues is important
for treatment of the disease in mice (36,140,141). In these
studies, systemic ASO delivery to peripheral tissue resulted
in greatly improved long-term rescue of SMA phenotypes.

Therefore, it will be important that human clinical trials
consider ASO delivery to both the CNS and the periph-
ery. The coming months and years will reveal the full po-
tential of Nusinersen as an SMA therapeutic as the effects
of optimized dosing regimens and treatment windows be-
come available from the current clinical trials.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The most developed therapeutic SSO programs are de-
signed to treat two severe pediatric diseases. The SSO drugs
for their treatment have different chemistries but all aim
to alter splicing to increase functional protein expression
from the targeted gene transcript. Eteplirsen and Nusin-
ersen, have been well-tolerated by subjects, which is a major
victory for the use of SSOs in the clinic. Outcome measure-
ments of efficacy have been mixed for the DMD SSOs but
early results from Nusinersen in SMA trials appear promis-
ing (142). It is important to consider the differences between
the treatment paradigms for SMA and DMD when com-
paring their efficacy in the clinic. For example, the SSO for
SMA, when effectively targeted, results in the production
of the functional, full-length SMN protein. In contrast, the
DMD SSO treatments are expected to reduce the severity
of the disease to a condition similar to the less devastat-
ing BMD by inducing exon skipping and the production
of a partially functional protein isoform. Thus, the DMD
SSOs may not be expected to be as therapeutically benefi-
cial as the SSO used to treat SMA. Additionally, the SSO
drugs in clinical trials (Table 2) have different modifications
and are delivered as naked/unformulated oligomers. It is
possible and even likely that future drug optimization and
delivery will lead to better efficacy. Finally, the DMD tri-
als involve subcutaneous or intravenous administration to
target skeletal muscles, whereas the SMA therapeutic is ad-
ministered by intrathecal injection to specifically target the
CNS. The pharmacokinetic profiles of ASOs in the CNS
and peripheral organs are distinct, which likely affects the
efficacy of an ASO (32,35,143). The fact that clinical tri-
als with SSOs for DMD resulted in statistically significant
changes in primary outcome measures suggest that the SSO
may cause some exon skipping, but the lack of convincing
clinical benefit to patients suggests that more work must be
done to improve SSO efficacy by optimizing delivery, dos-
ing or other features of the treatment and or SSO. A similar
critical evaluation of Nusinersen awaits further reporting of
results from current clinical trials with the drug.

The correction of aberrant gene expression has long been
a focus of therapeutic development for the treatment of the
human disease. ASOs, and in particular SSOs, offer a treat-
ment approach that allows for specific and defined control
of gene expression that can be easily tailored to correct or
bypass the effects of a specific mutation. For this reason,
the use of SSOs for the manipulation of splicing and gene
expression is gaining favor as a drug platform for the treat-
ment of disease. The fact that the mechanism of action of
any ASO is known a priori by the nature of its design makes
it amenable to rapid and systematic optimization. Methods
and modifications that improve SSO and ASO drug pro-
files, in general, are being actively investigated as this drug
platform gains traction and favor in the therapeutics arena.

http://Clinicaltrials.gov
http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=222170&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2061208
http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=222170&p=irol-presentations
http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=222170&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2061208
http://ir.ionispharma.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=222170&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2061208
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Efforts to increase cellular uptake in vivo, limit off-target ef-
fects and gain tissue and cell-specific entry are just some of
the aims of creating better antisense drugs. Table 1 provides
examples of SSOs that have been shown to be effective in
vivo for the molecular and, in some cases, functional cor-
rection of disease defects, and provides insight into poten-
tial SSO-based therapeutics on the horizon.
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